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26/11 Mumbai terror attacks

PUNE: Slain ACP Ashok Kamte's wife, Vinita, on Thursday said the Mumbai police had made
mistakes while responding to the 26/11 Mumbai terror attacks, which left 166 people dead and
around 300 injured.
She was speaking at an interaction session organised by Nitu Mandke Mitra Pariwar. Vinita
Kamte and Kavita Karkare, wife of slain ATS chief Hemant Karkare, shared their views and
experiences about investigations, treatment meted out to them by the police and how people
extended their support to them.
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Kamte said, "The Ram Pradhan committee, which investigated the terror attacks, also
underscored that the police force had made some mistakes. As per my information, after the
terrorists fired on the jeep carrying Kamte, Karkare and Vijay Salaskar, nobody reached the
spot for the next 40 minutes. Later, many officers who were not even present on the field, were
seeking credit for fighting against the terrorists."
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She also shared her experience about the struggle and hurdles she faced while seeking details
of the communication among police officers during the attack. Kamte said it was sad to see the
non-cooperation by police officers while sharing details of the terror attacks, despite the fact
that their senior officers had died in the attacks.
Asked about people's support, Karkare said, "People were very cooperative and supportive after
the tragedy in our life. I got to know many people and befriended many after the attacks. It
happened during the time when my family was reeling under tremendous pressure and shock.
It was much-needed support which helped me and my family pass through the difficult phase."
Commenting on security issues, Kamte said, "After 9/11 terror attacks in the US, no such attack
has taken place there. It is not the same with our country. Many terror attacks have taken
place, but the government has not taken strong steps to prevent them."
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Muqeet Ahmed (Mumbai)
20 May, 2013 02:41 PM
Mumbai Police Apologies for the defamation. Mumbai It was a mistake from our department. We will hold
departmental inquiry to find the Guilty and will take necessary action against the culprits said, Naval Bajaj,
additional Commissioner Special Branch Mumbai on Monday. A delegation of Jamaat-e-Islami Hind met Mr. Bajaj to
express their anguish over allegedly defaming circular issued by special branch stating its daughter organization,
Girls Islamic Organization- GIO for preaching Quran and Hadith and preparing Muslim Girls studying in colleges
and Universities for Jihad. Taufique Aslam Khan, President of Jamaat-e-Islami Hind Maharashtra said, "Our
Meeting with Mr. Bajaj was to express our anguish and anger for which he apologies. He accepted that the
information was for internal department and circulation and not for public. He told us that information regarding
Hindu, Sikhs, Parsis and christen organizations comes to us from many agencies that we cannot verify neither can
we hold it. Our work is to collect and disseminate the information." Yes we are consulting our legal team for the
defamation suits but will take final call after the official reply from the Special Branch confirmed Taufique Aslam
Khan. Jamaat-e-Islami Hind is also contemplating a defamation suit against Marathi Newspaper Samna. Taufique
Khan said, "Samna was the first to publish the news with the wrong photograph depicting Muslim women in Burqa
with Guns. News was not objective; they should also talk to us regarding the issue." Samna used the photographs
of Women Army of Iran. The picture was motivating that a burqa clad women can also be in the Army and fight for
their nation but intentionally used by them to defame us complained Taufique Aslam Khan. Afzal Baig, President of
Jamaat-e-Islami Hind, Mumbai met the Samna Official on Monday to lodge their complaint and grievances. He said,
"We contacted Mr. Sanjay Raut but he was out of Mumbai and directed us to meet an official. We met Mr. Sanjay a
Senior Reporter and complained them about the exaggerated news and Photographs used by Samna." Sanjay
said, the photographs were symbolic and it's not of Girls Islamic Organization, Baig added. A delegation of Jamaate-Islami Hind met with the Chairman, Minority Commission of Maharashtra, Mr. Munaf Hakim to complain about the
Issue.
MASB (MH)
02 Apr, 2013 06:42 PM
People join police force today not to serve nation but to serve themselves and see how fast their per capital income
with increase. Today you go to any police station for mere information or complain, they talk to you in such a way
making you feel that you are criminal and not the one whom are complaining against.
jayakumar vasudev (kasargode)
02 Apr, 2013 04:10 PM
Taking credit for someting they have not done or remotely connected with is in our genes. Mumbail Police is no
exception. We salute these ladies who have withstood time and tragedy all these years and who will do the same
for the rest of their lives.
Triloki Bhan (Indianapolis.USA.)
01 Apr, 2013 10:42 PM
Hats off to these brave ladies to lead bravely their lives after their brave counterparts became martyrs of this great
nation ! It is the supreme sacrifice of the sons of the soil from time to time that the nation is safe. The Mombah
police was taken unawares on the fateful day 26/11 and in that confusion the zealous officers ran to defend the city
with what ever came their way. Essentially, not prepared mentally and combative, the confusion became
confounded without a control room which could monitor the sos. This was like the house being on fire and you dig a
bore well for water to douse it. No body knows for sure whether lessons have been learnt even after the martyrdom
of such brave officers. We salute their sacrifice and expect such a tragedy doesn't occur again.
Mayank Trivedi (NCR)
01 Apr, 2013 10:02 PM
Some Mistakes?? Are they Covering the Blunders made by the Cops during the attack and then the immature way
they handled the whole case?
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